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     My personal struggle with alcohol addiction and my journey to sobriety are the most 

significant reasons why I want to earn a Master’s of Social Work. I am registered for classes at 

Ohio State University and am planning on choosing mental health and substance abuse as my 

areas of emphasis. I am hoping that my education can help shape me into a successful addiction 

counselor where I can use my skills of compassion and empathy, as well as my experience, 

hoping to inspire my clients as they set forth on their own recovery. Upon receiving my Master’s 

of Social Work, I plan on earning my CAADC  (Certified Advanced Alcohol and Drug 

Counselor) so that I may become an expert in the field of substance abuse counseling. 

I desire to help teach clients that are suffering from mental illness and addiction how to 

cope with stress and life’s challenges in ways that will help them recover. I want to be able to 

help clients identify their triggers and formulate healthy coping mechanisms in order to maintain 

sobriety and prevent relapse. I hope to work with clients in both an individual and group setting. 

My journey to sobriety started at a very early age. I began drinking alcohol at the age of 

12 and my addiction continually progressed throughout my teens and into my adulthood. In 

2003, I received my first DUI and I thought that I had learned my lesson. The next 9 years, I 

became a functioning alcoholic, who was single and career focused. I received my second DUI 

in September of 2012. I received my third DUI in January of 2014. Little did I know, there was 

still much more trauma and turmoil to be had in my journey to sobriety. 

Between October of 2014 and December of 2014, I attempted to commit suicide 3 

separate times, all by overdosing with prescription medications. I was on life support all 3 times. 

After being released from the third psychiatric hospital, I realized that I must make a drastic 

decision and I completely geographically relocated from the Detroit Area to the Mount Pleasant 

Area. I left my entire social circle and some toxic family members behind. I needed a complete 
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change if I was going to conquer sobriety and battle my health issues. This required changing my 

entire environment to one that would promote sobriety. 

I came to the small town of Weidman in central Michigan, to live with my parents on the 

lake. Considering that my father had 30+ years of sobriety under his belt, he could serve as a 

huge support. We attended AA meetings weekly together for 2 years. I became a consumer of 

Isabella County’s Community Mental Health and started to engage in intense therapy. During my 

3 years at CMH, I completed a year-long program of Dialectical Behavior Therapy, a 10 week 

course on Anger Management, and also 50+ sessions of Integrated Dual Diagnosis Treatment for 

people with co-occuring disorders. I also attended weekly individual therapy and auricular 

acupuncture. I then moved to a private psychiatrist and therapist. 

I lived with my parents for 2 years and then I moved to my own apartment. In 2019, I 

began to feel like I was healthy enough to go back to work. I started to look for a job and within 

4 months I was hired as a part-time advocate for RISE Advocacy, the domestic violence shelter 

in Isabella County. I was able to work with a very diverse clientele and I was helping people. In 

many cases, survivors are coming to us from severe trauma and use substance abuse as a coping 

mechanism. Being that I am in recovery, I can share my strengths, hopes, and experiences with 

them to help guide them in their own recovery process. In December of 2021, I was promoted to 

Shelter Manager of RISE Advocacy. 

As the Shelter Manager and a domestic violence advocate, I work with clients to help 

them achieve their goals and assist them in the process of recovery and becoming independent 

again. I engage with survivors that are suffering from addiction and encourage them to maintain 

sobriety, participate in recovery oriented activities, and develop a network of sober supports. I 
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facilitate art therapy groups once a month where I teach the clients how to pour paint, thus I am 

able to offer them a healthy coping mechanism as opposed to substance abuse. 

As a domestic violence advocate my role is to empower and support shelter clients in 

their path of healing. I offer advocacy and peer support on a one on one basis in a variety of 

areas. I assist clients with completing necessary paperwork for life management activities and 

connect clients with tools, resources, and community programs. In addition, I help survivors 

identify and access needed resources and recovery supports. I provide coaching and support to 

clients as challenges arise from everyday activities. 

Working in this position allows me to serve as a role model, a mentor, and a motivator to 

recovering individuals in order to help prevent relapse and promote long term recovery. I am 

able to actively identify and support linkages to community resources that support the recovering 

person’s goals and interests. I also help support connections to community based, mutual self 

help groups and link individuals to appropriate professional resources when needed. 

Working with individuals who suffer from addiction helps me maintain my own sobriety 

in that I am able to offer them hope and I am constantly reminded of a time in my life that I 

desire never to return to. My sobriety allows me to be a consistent and positive peer advocate for 

the clients with whom I work. Being allowed to work with this population helps me realize my 

own vulnerabilities and triggers and has enabled me to continue to work through and stay strong 

in my own recovery. My sobriety has had a positive impact on my life, but also on that of my 

peers in the community. 



 May     25,     2023 

 To     Whom     it     May     Concern, 

 It     is     with     great     joy     that     I     write     this     letter     of     recommendation     on     behalf     of     my     manager,     Colleen 
 Vandenbussche.     Ms.     Vandenbussche     has     been     affiliated     with     RISE     Advocacy     for     4     years,     with     us     first 
 meeting     a     year     into     her     employment.     In     2021,     Ms.     Vandenbussche     was     promoted     from     Part-Time     Shelter 
 Advocate     to     Full-Time     Shelter     Manager.     Within     the     3     years     of     work     we     have     shared,     I     have     had     the 
 opportunity     to     not     only     watch     her     grow     into     a     fine     leader,     but     to     also     witness     her     fine-tune     herself     to 
 navigate     many     unforeseen     challenges     in     life     while     true     and     humble     about     where     she     started. 

 As     an     advocate,     Ms.     Vandenbussche     inspires     clients     with     her     compassionate     demeanor     and 
 nonjudgmental     view     of     their     personal     struggles.     She     empathizes     with     them,     using     the     story     of     her     mental 
 health     recovery     to     humanize     herself     and     build     connections     with     clients     that     are     far     stronger     than     any     of 
 her     subsequent     peers     without     presenting     herself     as     vulnerable.     As     a     manager,     she     shows     strong     leadership 
 skills:     strong     verbal     communication     skills     when     delegating     tasks     and     sharing     information     with     her 
 coworkers,     offers     quick     responses     and     a     flexible     schedule     that     encourages     open     communication,     and     is 
 careful     with     decision-making     but     prompt     with     executing     important     tasks.     She     has     never     held     herself     as 
 higher     than     anyone     at     the     agency,     client     or     staff     member,     and     models     what     she     expects     when     promoting     a 
 violence-free     environment. 

 In     the     area     of     domestic     violence,     it     is     not     uncommon     to     see     substance     dependence     within     the     client 
 population.     Ms.     Vandenbussche     has     always     been     eager     to     assist     these     individuals,     sitting     beside     them     to 
 talk     about     their     personal     experiences     with     addiction     and     being     a     beacon     of     hope     for     sobriety.     Watching     her 
 in     these     situations     does     not     look     like     she’s     working     at     all,     but     instead     having     an     open,     honest     discussion 
 with     a     friend.     She     has     even     gone     as     far     as     discussing     heading     an     addiction     counseling     group     for     the 
 agency.     Even     after     the     request     was     denied,     she     has     not     given     up     on     this     goal.     Her     dedication     knows     no 
 bounds,     and     is     now     guiding     her     education     goals. 

 Ms.     Vandenbussche     is     quick     to     adapt     to     changing     environments     and     situations,     using     her     past     experiences 
 and     her     ever-growing     knowledge     base     to     create     innovative     solutions     for     unique     challenges.     She     utilizes 
 her     team     members’     skills     in     ways     that     would     be     overlooked     in     a     typical     office     environment.     She     makes 
 everyone     feel     welcome     and     valued. 

 I     was     ecstatic     to     hear     of     her     choice     to     enroll     for     an     education     in     Social     Work,     and     it     is     an     absolute     honor     to 
 write     this     letter     of     recommendation     for     Ms.     Vandenbussche     so     she     can     pursue     that     goal.     There     is     no     doubt 
 that     her     drive     and     personal     involvement     will     take     her     far     in     the     field     of     substance     use     counseling.     If     you 
 have     any     questions,     do     not     hesitate     to     reach     out     to     me. 

 Sincerely, 
 Cheyenne     Brauher 
 RISE     Advocacy     Inc.,     Full-Time     Advocate 
 cbrauher@riseadvocacy.org 
 (616)-489-0329 
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Dear Colleen:
 
Congratulations! We are pleased to offer you admission to the Master of Social Work () program at The Ohio State
University for the autumn 2023 semester on the Columbus campus. As a graduate student at The Ohio State
University, you will have the opportunity to work with outstanding graduate faculty.
 
Please be sure to read this email in its entirety and save it for future reference.
 
It is important that you log into your Applicant Center to:
 

·  Accept or decline your offer of admission by clicking the Accept / Decline link on the main page.
·  Pay the tuition deposit (if required by the program) when accepting your admission using Visa,
MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.
·  Verify/update your contact information.

 
For your security, Ohio State uses two-factor authentication for most online services. If you haven't already done so,
you will be prompted to enroll in BuckeyePass when you accept admission.
 
Your admission and subsequent registration are subject to fulfillment of university requirements and policies, as well
as any provisions or conditions related to your offer of admission. It is important that you accept admission by logging
into the website mentioned above. Failure to accept your offer of admission will delay your ability to enroll in classes.
If you decide not to accept this offer, please decline online as soon as possible so other applicants may be
considered.
 
Please note: As a condition of enrollment, you will be required to answer a question when you accept your offer of
admission regarding prior or pending disciplinary actions or felony charges, even if you have disclosed this
information previously. An answer of "yes" to this question does not preclude enrollment, but you will be asked to
provide additional information. Learn more about disclosing a prior or pending disciplinary or felony charge.
 Requirements
 
The following requirements are related to your offer of admission:
 

· Official Transcript & Degree: Oakland University. You are being held provisional for an
official, final transcript showing a statement of your degree. In order for it to be
considered official, it must be either mailed or emailed directly to The Ohio State
University from the issuing institution or a verified third-party transcript provider. Please
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visit http://gpadmissions.osu.edu/apply/transcripts.html for more information about our
transcript policy.

 
Autumn Term Arrival
 
The Graduate School hosts an orientation for graduate students several days before the autumn term begins. During
orientation, representatives from the Graduate School will provide information about graduate student life and
responsibilities. You will have access to numerous campus resources and service providers during the event. Please
visit the Graduate School website for up-to-date information.
 
Again, congratulations! We look forward to your enrollment in the Graduate School and wish you the best in your
graduate studies at Ohio State.
 
Sincerely,
 
Rachel Nash, Ed.D.
Interim Executive Director
Graduate and Professional Admissions

 GBA
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